The Fall Alert pendant creates an alarm if it is tilted over 60 degrees for more than 36 seconds. When tilted, it will beep, warning the resident that it is about to activate an alarm. Staff will know if the alarm is the result of a resident having fallen or if the resident has activated the alarm themselves with the push button. An LED light flashes with all transmissions, including supervision, so the user knows the unit is operating. Pendant can be supervised for both operational readiness and low battery conditions. It comes with a belt clip and a holding stand which keeps the pendant upright when it is not being worn by the resident. Included is a user-replaceable 3V lithium battery. With an open field range of nearly 1/2 mile and utilizing spread spectrum technology, this pendant has the power to torpedo through noisy environments assuring maximum reliability.

FA205S-FA Specifications:

- Dimensions: 3"H x 1.6"W x 1"D
- Weight: 1.7 oz.
- Battery: 3.0V Lithium
- Battery life: 3 to 5 years
- Operating range: 32 deg. to 140 deg. F and up to 95% relative humidity (non-condensing)

NOTE: The range of all wireless systems is dependent on the environment in which the equipment is operating. As a rough guide, radio waves pass through wood and plastic with very little loss of strength, pass through concrete, earth and living matter with more loss of strength, and are reflected by metal.
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